The ultimate in water safety: Swim-ABC

Independently assessed by the Dutch National Water Safety Council
Looking for a provider of swimming classes? Make an informed decision.

In the Netherlands, anyone can offer swimming classes and issue swimming diplomas. It is not a regulated profession, which is all the more reason to choose a professional provider that has been independently tested on a large number of quality criteria by the Dutch National Water Safety Council (NRZ). Working with an approved provider guarantees that the swimming classes and examinations meet the latest quality standards. With National Swimming Diploma C, you are guaranteed to meet the Dutch National Standard for Water Safety, laying the foundation for a lifetime of swimming enjoyment and safety.

You can recognise NRZ-approved swimming class providers by the following logo:

A swimming class provider with the Dutch National Swimming Diplomas Licence offers four guarantees:

- Certified and qualified swimming instructors, ensuring that you are in safe hands.
- You will receive the National Swimming Diplomas upon completion of the programme. With National Swimming Diploma C, you will meet the Dutch National Standard for Water Safety.
- The swimming class provider uses a clearly defined teaching method, helping you determine which provider is the best fit for you.
- Consistent quality, guaranteed by independent annual assessments and evaluations during swimming examinations.

Make an informed decision and choose quality. Just like 300,000 other people per year, choose a swimming class provider with the Dutch National Swimming Diplomas Licence.

For more information, visit your local swimming class provider’s website or www.allesoverzwemles.nl.

Water safety for everyone
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